
Dylan DIMOUT
Item number 41052, KMAT 61000377
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Product description
Dimout curtains are blackout fabrics that reduce the usual 40% light transmission to just 1%. The degree
of darkening is 99%, depending on the color. Dimout fabrics are a double satin with a black weft. These
two components create a very dense, softly flowing fabric that allows hardly any light to shine through
and has excellent acoustic properties. Dylan is a beautifully soft draping dimout with a coarse texture. Its
width of 295 cm allows it to be seamlessly finished as a curtain. Our designers were inspired by typical
linen tones for the color scheme. Powdery, subdued colors are the focus here, accentuated by strong
trend colors such as Living Coral.
Dimouts darken bedrooms and hotel rooms and enable a peaceful night's sleep. In a pleasant way,
colors and design create a feel-good atmosphere. In meeting rooms or classrooms, their function can
create perfect conditions for screen presentations. But dimouts are also excellent curtains in retirement
homes, hospitals or daycare center bedrooms. Dimouts can be used wherever there is a lack of classic
external shading.

Technical Details

approx. 295 cmFabric width

approx. 280 g/m²Weight je m²

100% Polyester FRComposition

Flame retardancy IMO 2010 FTP Code Part 7, M 1, C 1, BS 5867 Typ B, EN
13773, DIN 4102 / B1
Flammability performance is dependant on the foam used.

note 5Light fastness

note 4-5Wash fastness 40°C



DIN EN ISO 105-C06

note 4-5Wash fastness 60°C
DIN EN ISO 6330 DIN EN ISO 5077

warp approx. +/-1%, weft approx. +/-1%Dimensional change Washing 40°C
DIN EN ISO 6330 DIN EN ISO 5077

warp approx. +/-2%, weft approx. +/-1%Dimensional change Washing 60°C
DIN EN ISO 6330 DIN EN ISO 5077

Dimensional change Washing 72°C
DIN EN ISO 6330 DIN EN ISO 5077

dry: note 4-5, wet: note 4-5Rubbing fastness
DIN EN ISO 105-X12

0.75Measured sound absorption coefficient
DIN EN ISO 354/DIN EN ISO 11654

Class CSound absorption

Care labelling
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